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Summary. The article is devoted to updating the repertoire of the children's choral group. The 

author emphasizes that the modern repertoire, written for children's choral creativity, most 

effectively activates the emotional sphere of the child, forms a singing attitude and increases 

the motivation of children for music lessons. 
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The traditional nature of choral art for Russian culture is also relevant in 

today's socio-cultural situation in the country: "Singing in the choir is ... a public 

folk music school in which music is not learned abstractly, without connection 

with the surrounding life, but goes next to it, adorns, enriches it" [1]. Choral mu-

sic making is a comfortable, psychological, aesthetic and moral environment. 

The musical environment is a necessary condition for the favorable development 

and growth of each chorister, as well as the entire choral collective. 

The issues of the importance of the modern repertoire in choral art have 

been studied by such scientists as M. S. Osenneva, N. V. Averina, 

I. V. Kozyreva, M. V. Dynnik, etc. 

The most important factor in the formation of musical culture of students 

is the selection of choral repertoire. The artistic process contributes to the devel-

opment of creative activity in choral art. 

A set of musical works for performance by an artist or a collective is usu-

ally called a concert repertoire, and the works selected for study are called an 

educational and pedagogical repertoire. In the process of rehearsal work, a con-

cert repertoire is formed. It depends on the theme of the future concert. Various 

chants and vocalizations that help to form the necessary vocal skills are called 

"educational repertoire" [4]. 

Choral activity offers us a number of personality-colored empirical char-

acteristics of the concept of "repertoire", such as "the business card of the choir", 

"the daily bread of the collective", "a mirror in which we see the face of the col-
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lective", "a sound card on which creative routes are visible", "a pressure gauge 

showing the power and capability of the collective". Possession of the choral 

repertoire is a fundamental factor of successful choral work. 

Along with the traditional children's choral repertoire, works by contem-

porary Russian composers such as E. Podhaits, V. Usovich, M. Slavkin, 

A. Kulygin, I. Kadomtsev, S. Smirnov, S. Pleshak and many others are actively 

used in practice today. 

Russian critic and expert on choral art Vladimir Stasov said: "The choir 

must fulfill the artistic tasks of its time" [2]. The uniqueness of the components 

in the works of modern authors gives children the opportunity to get acquainted 

with modern composers, and also helps to develop their general outlook. Mas-

tering the modern choral repertoire should take place regularly. The earlier chil-

dren are introduced to modern music, the earlier they comprehend the full sig-

nificance of the compositions. 

Modern choral compositions contribute to the development of many skills 

and abilities. The singing young musician's intonation improves, thanks to har-

monic turns and complex consonances, and the sense of rhythm also sharpens. 

It is worth noting that modern works are very interested in children and 

open up new ways of development for them, they have a "second wind", they 

want to engage in choral art even more. What motivates them to do this? In 

modern compositions, there are often such elements of expressiveness as: reli-

ance on a weak fraction of a beat, syncopated rhythm, swing elements, glissan-

do, hand, foot, head movements, shouting, talking, whispering, etc. 

Let's turn to the famous choirmaster V. G. Sokolov. According to the 

choirmaster, the head should select the repertoire, taking into account the capa-

bilities of this collective, as well as its composition. 

In the repertoire of the children's choir of the Center of Classical Music of 

the city of Vladimir there are such works as: O. Khromushin "Shalom Alei-

chem" (Fantasy on the themes of Jewish songs), R. Chilkot "Little jazz Mass", 

Y. Tolkach "Soroka-Beloboka". 
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